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of metal so when the handles are back in place, they tend to stick out at right angles from the 
body of the clip.  In the sketch below I have highlighted one of the points cut back correctly 
Before reassembling the clip, scrape away the paint from the bottom inside of the clip and tin it 
ready to solder on the common shield braid of the earbud lead.  With a bit of luck your 
Dremmel tool will have a burr grinder in the kit suitable for this job. 

 
Assembly.  
When the wooden base is completed, feed the two 
earbud wires up from the bottom through the hole 
just forward of the 20mm square post. 
 
Carefully separate the insulated inner conductors 
from the shielding.   Most of these wires will be foil 
spiral wound on fibre for flexibility.  The easiest way 
to solder to these is to spiral wind a single strand of 
tinned copper wire tightly around the exposed copper 
foil for a couple of mm then tin it to form the 
connection.   Verify the wire going to your ‘dah’ side 

is connected to the tip of the 3 mm plug.  The ring is the ‘dit’ and the body is ground/common.  
Check your rig to verify this the right way round.  Tin the bottom edge of each piece of PC 
board, then put a thin layer of UHU Power glue on the back of the board and on the rear edge 
of the clip.  Let this dry for a few minute and carefully glue the copper board  strips to the rear 
edges of the clip.  Solder the ground shield and two leads to the prepared board, re-assemble 
the clip handles adjusting the springiness so they just spring out at right angles.  Open the clip 
and set it over the 9 mm wide vertical piece while carefully pulling the cord back through the 
hole so it doesn’t get tangled.  Form the trombone paper clip into an M shape so the centre part 
of the M will slide down between the back of the clip and the post.  Check that the keyer works 
OK using a continuity tester with no shorts or open circuits in inappropriate places.  Finally use 
the hot melt glue to secure the wires in the groove on the underside. 
 
You can adjust the spring tension by opening or closing the legs of the paddles and adjust the 
spacing by bending the legs of the paperclip.  If anyone doesn’t have suitable tools or materials,  
I can supply the copper clad, a pre-prepared foldback clip and a plastic coated paperclip for a 
small cost.  Contact me initially at m5chh (at) yahoo.co.uk or by mail QTHR in QRZ.com.   
P.S. You can make the base and post of any material, metal or plastic depending on your fancy.  

                                                                                                                                                                    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----    ----        

RSGB HF ConventionRSGB HF ConventionRSGB HF ConventionRSGB HF Convention  

Dave Sergeant, G3YMC, is presenting a talk 'Making DXCC Fun with 5W' at the RSGB HF 
Convention on October 8th (1445hrs).  The convention is at the Gatwick Worth Hotel, Crabbet 
Park, Turners Hill Road, Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 4ST.  Further information can be found 
at http://www.rsgb-hfc.org.uk/index.htm 




























































